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There were yellow daises by The road hills 

It was warm enough to be dressed in shorts or loose cotton shirts, yet cool enough to tilt your head up at the sunshine 
and bathe in her yellow smile. Daytime invited one to sit by the lake and listen to water run over rocks. The sky 
was often full of plump clean clouds, blue peeping through like shy daisies. People were starting to wear dresses 
and hats. Bursts of colour surprised trees. More ice-cream carts were jangling bells. Yes, summer was coming soon.

sad Things are always more beauTiful

One thing that stayed with me was the muted calmness that blanketed the towns. It’s the feeling of watching a 
movie, where one is immersed yet detached - empathy sharpened as a passer-by. Similarly, I watched giggling 
schoolchildren, frail elderly couples and mothers, all with a sense of comprehension and serenity that I didn’t 
belong. It also came with sadness. I didn’t belong. 
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There are so many ways To Travel 

We would do most of the sightseeing in the morning and after lunch, thereafter spending the day on the road. Our 
guide talked about the places we had visited coupled with tidbits about his traditions until heads started nodding. I 
read, alone in the company of my snoozing loved ones, turning endless green fields into the majestic landscapes of 
Frodo’s journeys. Where did J.R.R. Tolkien travel to, to write about such grand places?

our Japanese guide was awesome 

He was very proud of his heritage. His eyes softened, chin tilted ever so slightly, as he described how rice and 
pickles were staples for his three meals. He was patient with the brashness and rudeness of the affluent (aka rich 
tourists: us). One dinner had a karaoke machine that carried a few Chinese classics in its song list. He took turns 
singing with my dad, both of them ruddy-cheeked from sake. The rest looked on and clapped. I felt embarrassed, 
amused and proud all at once.
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The TasTe of rice 

For each meal, a steaming bowl of rice would be accompanied by a variety of pickles and a bowl of miso soup, 
delicately arranged in tiny platters. Every town had their own way of preparing rice: some saltier, some plainer, 
some with sesame seeds, another with the subtle sweetness of chestnut. No matter how different it tasted, the texture 
of Japanese grains is distinct - fluffy yet with bite, with the sweet fragrance of pearls.

The arT of disTance

Often, we seemed to be a quiet, unassuming tour group traveling on the outskirts of civilisation. Only one town had 
hints of the city, where young males sported severely plucked eyebrows and casinos revealed a psychedelic clash of 
harsh lights and jangling. Senses overwhelmed and numbed, we exited within minutes to the quiet cool of the night 
lanes, searching for the silence of the previous days.
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This search will never end 

On our last night, we stayed in a small town known for hot springs. One could see glimpses of Mt. Fuji in the 
tumulus voyages of night clouds opposite the lake. We woke up early the next day to catch a clearer view, walking 
down meandering paths guided by tall pruned bushes. Fat roses and tiny purple flowers were still dripping with 
morning dew, nodding in the gentle breeze. Sitting on the stones on the riverbank, watching wisps of clouds floating 
past the mountain, I buried the calm into a memory. It would be a reminder of the peace found here, a transient 
presence to hold on to.

This was the last family trip the author embarked on. She enjoyed the 
two weeks very much. It was a trip that went around Nagoya, Japan, 

where the scenery and food were always beautiful. 


